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(54) DATA EDITION METHOD AND DATA EDITION DEVICE

(57) A data editing method by which reduction of the
burden of an editing process regarding stream data re-
corded on a recording medium is anticipated and a high-
er speed editing operation can be achieved. Stream da-
ta recorded on a recording medium are presupposed to
be managed as a file by a file system. The stream data
are managed in a unit of a track by a track managing
data file managed by the file system. Editing of division
or erasure in a unit of a track is executed by rewriting
contents of track management information which de-
fines each track in the track managing data file. With the
configuration, when a division or erasure editing proc-
ess in a unit of a track is performed, there is no necessity
to rewrite the file system.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This invention relates to a data editing method
and a data editing apparatus for editing data recorded
on a predetermined recording medium.

Background Art

[0002] A personal computer includes an HDD (Hard
Disk Drive) as a storage medium.
[0003] As well known in the art, a file system is adopt-
ed for recording and reproduction of a file on and from
such an HDD as just mentioned. For example, as a file
system of the type mentioned, an FAT (File Allocation
Table is known (for example, refer to Microsoft Extensi-
ble Firmware Initiative FAT32 File System Specification
http://www.microsoft.com/hwdev/hardware/fatgen.
asp).
[0004] In recent years, AV apparatus which can
record and reproduce contents data such as video and
audio data have been proposed and have become
known as peripheral equipments of the personal com-
puter described above.
[0005] Such an AV apparatus as just mentioned has,
for example, a size and a shape with which it can be
carried. The AV apparatus is connected to the personal
computer by a predetermined digital interface so that,
for example, it can fetch contents data from the personal
computer side and record and retain the contents data
on a predetermined recording medium loaded therein.
[0006] After the contents data are stored on the re-
cording medium in this manner, the AV apparatus by it-
self can reproduce the contents data from the recording
medium and output the contents data as sound and an
image.
[0007] In order to manage the contents data recorded
on the recording medium on such an AV apparatus as
described above, also it has been proposed and imple-
ment to adopt, for example, a file system. Where a file
system is adopted in this manner, since the form of the
file management becomes similar to that in the personal
computer connected through the data interface, the af-
finity with the personal computer increases as much,
and in this regard, the availability is high.
[0008] Further, it is preferable to the user in terms of
the convenience in use that such an AV apparatus as
described above is provided with editing functions such
as division and erasure of contents data.
[0009] However, where a file system is adopted for
management of recorded data in such a manner as de-
scribed above, this gives rise to the following problem.
[0010] Data management according to a file system
directly manages data physically recorded on a record-
ing medium. Accordingly, it is necessary to update the
contents themselves of the file system so that, for ex-
ample, in response to editing of contents data such as

division or erasure, a result of the editing may be ob-
tained appropriately.
[0011] For example, to such an AV apparatus as de-
scribed above, updating of a file system is a significantly
heavy process and a considerable load is applied to the
system. Therefore, upon an editing process such as di-
vision or erasure described above, somewhat long time
is required to end updating of the file system. As a result,
considerable time is required for the editing process.

Disclosure of Invention

[0012] Therefore, taking the subject described above
into consideration, it is an object of the present invention
to make it possible for an editing process of contents
data (stream data) managed as a file by a file system to
be executed with a reduced processing burden to
achieve improvement in efficiency of the system.
[0013] Therefore, taking the subject described above
into consideration, it is an object of the present invention
to reduce processing burden to achieve improvement in
efficiency of the system in an editing process of contents
data (stream data) managed as a file by a file system.
[0014] Thus, a data editing method is configured in
the following manner.
[0015] In particular, in a data editing method accord-
ing to the present invention, a first data management
step and a second data management step are executed.
The first data management step manages stream data
recorded on a predetermined recording medium in a unit
of a file based on a file system. The second data man-
agement step performs management in a unit of a track
based on a track managing data file which includes track
management information. The track management infor-
mation is formed from information elements each of
which is information corresponding to one of tracks each
of which is a data part within a range of the stream data
in the file unit and indicates coordination with the stream
data of the file unit and information elements each of
which indicates a data position of one of the tracks in
the stream data of the corresponding file unit.
[0016] Further, where track division of dividing the
stream data of the file unit to form a plurality of tracks or
track erasure of erasing one of the tracks is to be per-
formed, the second data management step executes an
updating process for contents of the track management
information in the track managing data file in response
to a manner of the track division or track erasure.
[0017] Meanwhile, a data editing apparatus is config-
ured in the following manner.
[0018] A data editing apparatus of the present inven-
tion includes first data management means and a sec-
ond data management means. The first data manage-
ment means manages stream data recorded on a pre-
determined recording medium in a unit of a file based
on a file system. The second data management means
performs management in a unit of a track based on a
track managing data file which includes track manage-
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ment information. The track management information is
formed from information elements each of which is in-
formation corresponding to one of tracks each of which
is a data part within a range of the stream data in the
file unit and indicates coordination with the stream data
of the file unit and information elements each of which
indicates a data position of one of the tracks in the
stream data of the corresponding file unit.
[0019] Further, where track division of dividing the
stream data of the file unit to form a plurality of tracks or
track erasure of erasing one of the tracks is to be per-
formed, the second data management means executes
an updating process for contents of the track manage-
ment information in the track managing data file in re-
sponse to a manner of the track division or track erasure.
[0020] According to the present invention having the
configurations described above, stream data recorded
on a recording medium are first managed as a file by a
file system. Then, a management structure is used
wherein the stream data are managed in a unit of a track
by a track managing data file managed by the file sys-
tem. Thus, editing such as division or erasure in a unit
of a track (track division or track erasure) is performed
by rewriting contents of track management information
having information contents which define each track in
the track managing data file.
[0021] Where such a configuration as described
above is adopted, when division or erasure editing in a
unit of a track is to be performed, there is no necessity
to rely upon rewriting of the file system.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0022]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an example of a
configuration of a recording and reproduction appa-
ratus of an embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 2A and 2B are views illustrating a format of
a disk of the embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a schematic view showing an area struc-
ture of the disk of the embodiment;
FIGS. 4A and 4B are diagrammatic views illustrat-
ing a management structure of the disk of the em-
bodiment;
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a storage section of the
recording and reproduction apparatus of the em-
bodiment;
FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic view conceptively illustrat-
ing an example of a file configuration on the disk of
the embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic view showing an example
of a structure of an AV Track Index File of the em-
bodiment;
FIGS. 8A and 8B are diagrammatic views showing
an embodiment of a structure of an AV Stream File
and an AV Header File;
FIG. 9 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a relation-

ship of the AV Track Index File and the AV Header
File to the AV Stream File;
FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating a processing op-
eration for track reproduction;
FIG. 11 is a diagrammatic view illustrating an exam-
ple of track management by the AV Track Index File
and the AV Header File corresponding to division
editing of a track;
FIG. 12 is a diagrammatic view illustrating an exam-
ple of track management by the AV Track Index File
and the AV Header File corresponding to erasure
editing of a track;
FIG. 13 is a diagrammatic view illustrating an exam-
ple of a relationship of a data management unit of
contents and a data management unit of a file sys-
tem to the AV Stream File;
FIG. 14 is a diagrammatic view illustrating an exam-
ple of a relationship of a data management unit of
contents and a data management unit of a file sys-
tem to a track-divided AV Stream File;
FIG. 15 is a diagrammatic view illustrating an exam-
ple of setting of an ES Offset upon disk erasure;
FIG. 16 is a flow chart illustrating a processing op-
eration for starting on-disk erasure;
FIG. 17 is a flow chart illustrating a processing op-
eration for on-disk erasure;
FIGS. 18A to 18C are diagrammatic views illustrat-
ing a reproduction time width of a track-erased re-
gion in the AV Stream File;
FIG. 19 is a view illustrating an example of a struc-
ture of data of a list produced by the process illus-
trated in FIG. 17;
FIG. 20 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a rela-
tionship of a data management unit of contents, a
data management unit of the file system and a block
encryption unit to the AV Stream File;
FIG. 21 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a case
example wherein, where a track formed by dividing
the encrypted AV Stream File is erased, an IV be-
comes a data part of an object of track erasure; and
FIG. 22 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a rela-
tionship of a data management unit of contents, a
data management unit of the file system, a block
encryption unit and an encryption chain unit to the
AV Stream File.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

[0023] In the following, an embodiment of the present
invention is described. It is to be noted that the descrip-
tion proceeds in the following order.

1. Configuration of the Recording and Reproduction
Apparatus
2. Configuration of the Disk and the Storage Section
3. Management of AV Data
4. Track Division and Erasure Editing
5. On-Disk Erasure
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6. On-Disk Erasure of a Block-Encrypted AV Stream
File

1. Configuration of the Recording and Reproduction
Apparatus

[0024] A recording and reproduction apparatus as an
embodiment is, as an example, a recording and repro-
duction apparatus for a disk of the mini disk (MD) system
which is a magneto-optical disk for which data recording
of the magnetic field modulation type is performed. It is
to be noted that the recording and reproduction appara-
tus is a recording and reproduction apparatus which not
only allows recording on a mini disk for music applica-
tions popularized already but also is ready for a high
density disk which allows higher density recording and
can be utilized not only for storage of video data but also
for storage of various data for computer use.
[0025] A configuration of the recording and reproduc-
tion apparatus of the present embodiment is described
with reference to FIG. 1.
[0026] In FIG. 1, the recording and reproduction ap-
paratus 1 of the present embodiment is shown as an
apparatus which can communicate data with an external
apparatus as, for example, a personal computer (or net-
work) 100.
[0027] The recording and reproduction apparatus 1
can function, for example, as an external storage appa-
ratus for the personal computer 100 where the recording
and reproduction apparatus 1 is connected to the per-
sonal computer 100 by a transmission line 101 such as
a USB cable or the like. Or, where the recording and
reproduction apparatus 1 is connected to a network
through the personal computer 100 or through a function
provided therefor by which the recording and reproduc-
tion apparatus 1 can be directly connected to a network,
the recording and reproduction apparatus 1 can down-
load music or various kinds of data and store the down-
loaded music or data on a disk loaded in a storage sec-
tion 2 in the recording and reproduction apparatus 1.
[0028] On the other hand, the recording and repro-
duction apparatus 1 functions, for example, as an AV
(Audio-Video) apparatus even if it is not connected to
the personal computer 100 or the like. For example, the
recording and reproduction apparatus 1 can record au-
dio data and video data (AV data) inputted from another
AV apparatus or the like on a disk or reproduce and out-
put music data or the like recorded on the disk.
[0029] In short, the recording and reproduction appa-
ratus 1 of the present embodiment is an apparatus
which can be utilized as a data storage apparatus for
universal use where it is connected to the personal com-
puter 100 or the like and which by itself can be utilized
also as a recording and reproduction apparatus ready
for AV data.
[0030] The recording and reproduction apparatus 1
includes a storage section 2, a cache memory 3, a USB
interface 4, an input and output processing section 5, a

display section 6, an operation section 7, a system con-
troller 8, a ROM 9, a RAM 10, a cache management
memory 11 and an NV-RAM 12.
[0031] The storage section 2 performs recording and/
or reproduction on/from a disk loaded therein. A config-
uration of a disk of the mini disk system used in the
present embodiment and the storage section 2 ready for
the disk is hereinafter described.
[0032] The cache memory 3 is a cache memory which
performs buffering of data to be recorded on a disk by
the storage section 2 or data read out from the disk by
the storage section 2. The cache memory 3 is formed
from, for example, a D-RAM.
[0033] Writing/readout of data into/from the cache
memory is controlled by a task started by the system
controller (CPU) 8.
[0034] The USB interface 4 performs processing for
data transmission where it is connected, for example, to
the personal computer 100 through the transmission
line 101 as a USB cable.
[0035] The input and output processing section 5 per-
forms processing for inputting and outputting of record-
ing or reproduction data, for example, where the record-
ing and reproduction apparatus 1 by itself functions as
an audio apparatus.
[0036] The system controller 8 performs control of the
entire recording and reproduction apparatus 1 and per-
forms communication control with the personal compu-
ter 100 connected to the recording and reproduction ap-
paratus 1.
[0037] The ROM 9 has operation programs, fixed pa-
rameters and so forth for the system controller 8 stored
therein.
[0038] The RAM 10 is used as a work area by the sys-
tem controller 8 and used as a storage area for various
kinds of necessary information.
[0039] The RAM 10 stores, for example, various kinds
of management information and special information
read out from the disk by the storage section 2. The RAM
10 stores, for example, P-TOC data, U-TOC data, play
list data, FAT data, a unique ID, and a hash value. The
P-TOC data and the U-TOC data are management in-
formation of music tracks and so forth recorded on a mini
disk. Further, while description is hereinafter given, a
high density disk conforming to the mini disk system for
which the recording and reproduction apparatus 1 of the
present embodiment is ready uses an FAT file system
constructed on a management form by the P-TOC and
the U-TOC. The play list is information for managing ad-
dresses and so forth of music data and so forth by the
ATRAC system or the like on a high density disk and is
recorded as a file on the FAT system. Where a high den-
sity disk is loaded, information also of the FAT and the
play list is read in. The unit ID, hash value and so forth
are information used for an authentication process or
encryption/decryption upon data transmission to and
from the personal computer 100 or the like.
[0040] The cache management memory 11 is formed
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from, for example, an S-RAM, and stores information for
managing the state of the cache memory 3. The system
controller 8 refers to the cache management memory
11 to perform control of data cache processing. Informa-
tion of the cache management memory 11 is hereinafter
described.
[0041] The NV-RAM (Non-Volatile RAM) 12 is used
as a storage area for data which should not disappear
also when the power supply is off.
[0042] The display section 6 displays various kinds of
information to be presented to a user under the control
of the system controller 8. For example, the display sec-
tion 6 displays an operation state, a mode state, title in-
formation of data of a tune or the like, a track number,
time information and other information.
[0043] The operation section 7 has operation keys, a
jog dial and so forth formed thereon as various operation
elements for being operated by a user. The user would
operate the operation section 7 to issue an instruction
for recording or reproduction or for a required operation
for data communication. The system controller 8 per-
forms a predetermined control process based on the op-
eration information inputted through the operation sec-
tion 7.
[0044] Control by the system controller 8 when the
personal computer 100 or the like is connected is, for
example, such as follows.
[0045] The system controller 8 is enabled for commu-
nication with the personal computer 100 connected
through the USB interface 4 and performs reception of
a command such as a write request or a readout re-
quest, transmission of status information and other nec-
essary information, and so forth.
[0046] The system controller 8 issues, for example, in
response to loading of a disk into the storage section 2,
an instruction to the storage section 2 to read out man-
agement information and so forth from the disk, fetches
such read out information through the cache memory 3
and stores the information into the RAM 10.
[0047] As the management information of the P-TOC
and the U-TOC is read in, the system controller 8 can
grasp a track recording state of the disk.
[0048] Further, as a CAT is read in, the system con-
troller 8 can grasp a high density data cluster structure
in data tracks and is placed into a state wherein it is
ready for an access request to a data track from the per-
sonal computer 100.
[0049] Further, with the unique ID and the hash value,
the system controller 8 can perform disk authentication
and other processes or transmit the values to the per-
sonal computer 100 so that they are processed by the
personal computer 100.
[0050] If a readout request for certain data is received
from the personal computer 100, then the system con-
troller 8 controls the storage section 2 to execute read-
out of the data. The read out data undergo signal
processing by an AV signal processing section not
shown as occasion demands and are then written into

the cache memory 3. However, if the data requested are
already stored in the cache memory 3, the readout by
the storage section 2 is not necessary. This is a so-
called cache hit.
[0051] The system controller 8 performs control of
reading out of the data written in the cache memory 3
and transmitting the data to the personal computer 100
through the USB interface 4.
[0052] If a write request for certain data is received
from the personal computer 100, then the system con-
troller 8 places the data transmitted thereto into the
cache memory 3. Then, the system controller 8 controls
the storage section 2 to record the data stored in the
cache memory 3 on a disk.
[0053] It is to be noted that data writing on a disk is
performed in a minimum unit called cluster. For exam-
ple, one cluster includes 32 FAT sectors.
[0054] If the amount of data requested for recording
by the personal computer 100 or the like is several sec-
tors and is smaller than one cluster, then a process
called blocking is performed. In particular, the system
controller 8 controls the storage section 2 to read out a
cluster which includes the FAT sectors. The cluster data
read out are written into the cache memory 3.
[0055] Then, the system controller 8 supplies the data
(recoding data) of the FAT sectors from the personal
computer 100 to the cache memory 3 through the USB
interface 4 so that the cache memory 3 executes rewrit-
ing of cluster data stored therein with the data of the FAT
sectors.
[0056] Then, the system controller 8 causes the clus-
ter data stored in the cache memory 3 in a state wherein
the necessary FAT sectors are rewritten to be trans-
ferred to the storage section 2. The storage section 2
writes the data of the cluster unit on the disk.
[0057] It is to be noted that the foregoing is control for
recording and reproduction of data involved in transfer,
for example, to and from the personal computer 100,
and data transfer upon recording or reproduction, for ex-
ample, of audio data of the mini disk system is per-
formed through the input and output processing section
5.
[0058] The input and output processing section 5 in-
cludes, for example, as an input system, an analog
sound signal inputting section such as a line inputting
circuit/microphone inputting circuit, an A/D converter,
and a digital audio data inputting section. The input and
output processing section 5 further includes an ATRAC
compression encoder/decoder. The ATRAC compres-
sion encoder/decoder is a circuit for executing compres-
sion/decompression processing of audio data according
to the ATRAC system. It is to be noted that naturally the
recording and reproduction apparatus of the present
embodiment may have a configuration by which com-
pressed audio data by some other format such as the
MP3 can be recorded and reproduced, and in this in-
stance, the recording and reproduction apparatus may
include an encoder/decoder compatible with the format
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of the compressed audio data.
[0059] Further, while the format with which video data
can be recorded and reproduced by the present embod-
iment is not restricted particularly, for example, the
MPEG4 may be employed. The input and output
processing section 5 may include an encoder/decoder
ready for such a format as just mentioned.
[0060] Furthermore, the input and output processing
section 5 includes, as an output system, a digital audio
data outputting section and an analog sound signal out-
putting section such as a D/A converter and a line out-
putting circuit/headphone outputting circuit.
[0061] Further, the input and output processing sec-
tion 5 in this instance includes a cryptography process-
ing section 5a. The cryptography processing section 5a
performs an encryption process according to a prede-
termined algorithm, for example, for AV data to be re-
corded on a disk. Further, for example, where AV data
read out from a disk are in an encrypted form, the cryp-
tography processing section 5a executes a decryption
process for decrypting the AV data as occasion de-
mands.
[0062] Audio data are recorded on a disk as a process
performed through the input and output processing sec-
tion 5 when, for example, digital audio data (or an analog
sound signal) are inputted as an input TIN to the input
and output processing section 5. Linear PCM digital au-
dio data inputted or linear PCM audio data inputted as
an analog sound signal and converted by an A/D con-
verter are ATRAC compression encoded and cumula-
tively stored into the cache memory 3. Then, the data
are read out at a predetermined timing (in a data unit
corresponding to an ADIP cluster) from the cache mem-
ory 3 and transferred to the storage section 2. The stor-
age section 2 modulates the compressed data trans-
ferred thereto in accordance with a predetermined mod-
ulation method and records the modulated data on a
disk.
[0063] When audio data of the mini disk system are
reproduced from a disk, the storage section 2 demodu-
lates the reproduced data into ATRAC compressed data
and transfers the ATRAC compressed data to the cache
memory 3. Then, the ATRAC compressed data are read
out from the cache memory 3 and transferred to the in-
put and output processing section 5. The input and out-
put processing section 5 performs ATRAC compression
decoding for the compressed audio data supplied there-
to to produce linear PCM audio data and outputs the
linear PCM audio data from the digital audio data out-
putting section. Or, the liner PCM audio data are con-
verted into an analog sound signal by the D/A converter,
and the analog sound signal is line-outputted/head-
phone-outputted.
[0064] It is to be noted that the configuration of the
recording and reproduction apparatus 1 of FIG. 1 is an
example, and for example, the input and output process-
ing section 5 may include an input/output processing
system ready not only for audio data but also for video

data.
[0065] Further, for the connection to the personal
computer 100, not the USB interface but some other ex-
ternal interface such as the IEEE 1394 may be used.

2. Configuration of the Disk and the Storage Section

[0066] A disk used as a recording medium by the re-
cording and reproduction apparatus 1 of the present em-
bodiment is, for example, a disk of the mini disk system.
The recording and reproduction apparatus 1 is particu-
larly ready not only for a mini disk for music used here-
tofore but also for a high density disk on which various
kinds of data for computer use can be recorded.
[0067] FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate specifications for an
audio mini disk (and MD-DATA) and a high density disk
for comparison.
[0068] As seen in FIG. 2A, according to the format of
the mini disk (and MD-DATA), the track pitch is 1.6 µm
and the bit length is 0.59 µm/bit. Further, the laser wave-
length λ is λ = 780 nm, and the numerical aperture NA
of the optical head is NA = 0.45.
[0069] As a recording method, a groove recording
method is employed. In other words, a groove (groove
on a surface of a disk) is used as a track for recording
and reproduction.
[0070] As an address method, a method is adopted
which makes use of a wobbled groove wherein wobbles
as address information are formed on the opposite sides
of a groove (track) formed as a single spiral.
[0071] It is to be noted that, in the present specifica-
tion, an absolute address recorded by wobbling is re-
ferred to also as ADIP (Address in Pregroove).
[0072] As a modulation method for recording data, the
EFM (8-14 modulation) method is adopted. Further, as
an error correction method, the ACIRC (Advanced
Cross Interleave Reed-Solomon Code) is adopted, and
for the data interleave, convolution type data interleave
is adopted. The redundancy of data is 46.3%.
[0073] Further, the detection method of data is a bit-
by-bit method. As a disk driving method, the CLV (Con-
stant Linear Velocity) is adopted, and the linear velocity
of the CLV is 1.2 m/s.
[0074] The standard data rate upon recording and re-
production is 133 kB/s, and the recording capacity is 164
MB (in the MD-DATA, 140 MB).
[0075] Further, a data unit called cluster is used as a
minimum rewriting unit, and one cluster is formed from
36 sectors including 32 main sectors and four link sec-
tors.
[0076] Meanwhile, for the high density disk, two
standards are available in the present situation. Here,
the two standards for a high density disk are represent-
ed as high density disk (1) and high density disk (2).
[0077] First, according to the high density disk (1), the
track pitch is 1.5 to 1.6 µm and the line density is 0.437
µm/bit, and the recording capacity is raised up to 300
MB. Further, the transfer rate at a standard speed is 4.37
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Mbps, and the linear velocity is 2.4 m/sec.
[0078] Meanwhile, according to the high density disk
(2), the track pitch is 1.25 µm and the line density is 0.16
µm/bit, and the recording capacity is raised up to 1 GB.
Further, the transfer rate at a standard speed is 9.83
Mbps, and the linear velocity is 1.98 m/sec.
[0079] It is to be noted that, though not shown in FIG.
2B, as a modulation method for recording data, the RLL
(1,7) PP (RLL: Run Length Limited, PP: Parity preserve/
Prohibit rmtr (repeated minimum transition runlength)
method which is considered to be suitable for high den-
sity recording is adopted. As an error correction method,
the RS-LDC (Reed-Solomon-Long Distance Code)
method with a BIS (Burst Indicator Subcode) having a
higher correction capacity is used. For data interleave,
block completion type interleave is used. The redundan-
cy of data is 20.50%.
[0080] Further, the detection method for data is a Vi-
terbi decoding method which uses the partial response
PR(1,2,1) ML.
[0081] It is to be noted that the RLL (1-7) modulation
and the RS-LDC error correction method are techniques
disclosed, for example, in "Japanese Patent Laid-Open
No. Hei 11-346154", "Internal Publication for Patent Ap-
plication No. WO 00/07300" and so forth.
[0082] Meanwhile, the disk driving method is the CLV
(Constant Linear Velocity) or the ZCAV (Zone Constant
Angular Velocity).
[0083] An area structure on the disk is schematically
shown in FIG. 3.
[0084] As shown in FIG. 3, the innermost circumfer-
ence side of the disk is a P-TOC (pre-mastered TOC)
region, and it has a physical structure as a pre-mastered
area. In other words, the area is an area in which repro-
duction-only data in the form of embossed pits are re-
corded, and the P-TOC which is management informa-
tion is recorded as the reproduction-only data.
[0085] A recordable area (region which allows mag-
neto-optical recording) is provided on an outer circum-
ference of the pre-mastered area and formed as a re-
cordable and reproducible region in which a groove as
a guide groove for a recording track is formed.
[0086] The innermost circumference side of the re-
cordable area is a U-TOC region.
[0087] It is to be noted that, in the U-TOC region, a
buffer area from the pre-mastered area and a power cal-
ibration area used for adjustment of the output power of
a laser beam and so forth are provided. Further, U-TOC
data are recorded repetitively by three times within an
interval of particular three clusters in the U-TOC region.
[0088] While details of contents of the U-TOC are
omitted herein, U-TOC sectors are prescribed so that
addresses of tracks recorded in the program area, ad-
dresses of free areas and so forth can be recorded and
information of a track name, recording date and so forth
regarding each track can be recorded.
[0089] In the recordable area, an alert track and a data
area are formed on the outer circumference side of the

U-TOC region. The alert track is a warning track on
which warning sound representing that this disk is a high
density disk and cannot be reproduced by a convention-
al mini disk player is recorded. The data area is an area
used for recording of audio data, data for computer use
and so forth.
[0090] In particular, in an ordinary mini disk for music,
one or a plurality of music tracks are recorded in the data
area.
[0091] In the case of a high density disk, the data area
is used as a storage region for various kinds of data.
[0092] A management structure of the disk is de-
scribed with reference to FIGS. 4A and 4B.
[0093] FIG. 4A shows a management structure in a
mini disk system for music.
[0094] In this instance, the P-TOC and the U-TOC are
recorded as management information.
[0095] The P-TOC is recorded in the form of pits as
information which cannot be rewritten. In the P-TOC, the
total capacity of the disk, the U-TOC position in the
U-TOC region, the position of a power calibration area,
the start position of the data area, the end position (lead-
out position) of the data area and so forth are recorded
as basic management information of the disk.
[0096] Meanwhile, the U-TOC recorded in the record-
able area is management information which is rewritten
in response to recording, erasure or the like of a track
(audio track/data track), and hence manages the start
position, end position and mode regarding each track
(each of parts which form the tracks). The U-TOC man-
ages also a part as a free area, that is, a writable area,
in which no track is recorded as yet in the data area.
[0097] For example, where audio tracks of three tunes
are recorded as ATRACT data in the data area as shown
in the figures, the U-TOC manages the three tracks each
with a start address, an end address and mode informa-
tion, and further manages recording date and hour and
title information.
[0098] The management structure of a high density
disk is such as shown in FIG. 4A.
[0099] Also in the high density disk, the U-TOC and
the P-TOC are recorded in a method which conforms to
the conventional mini disk system.
[0100] While one high density data track is shown in
the data area of FIG. 4A, the U-TOC manages the high
density data track as one track.
[0101] In particular, the U-TOC manages one or a plu-
rality of part positions as the entire data track on the disk.
It is to be noted that also the position of the alert tracks
is managed by the U-TOC.
[0102] A high density data track is a track formed with
high density data modulated in accordance with the
RS-LDC and RLL (1-7) PP method.
[0103] In the high density data track, a cluster at-
tribute table (CAT: Cluster Attribute Table) for managing
high density data clusters included in the data track is
recorded. The CAT manages attributes (publication is
permitted/inhibited, normal/abnormal, and so forth) of
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each of the high density data clusters which form the
data track.
[0104] A high density data cluster whose publication
is inhibited in the data track is used to record a unique
ID (UID) unique to the disk and a hash value (hash) for
checking of data falsification which are used for the cop-
yright protection and so forth. Naturally, various kinds of
other information which should not be open to the public
may be recorded in addition to the information men-
tioned.
[0105] The region which should not be open to the
public allows restrictive accessing by only those appa-
ratus which are specifically permitted for accessing.
[0106] A region (exportable area) which includes high
density data clusters which can be laid open in the data
track is a region which can be accessed by an external
computer or the like through a data interface for univer-
sal use such as a USB interface or a SCSI interface and
can be utilized as a recording region.
[0107] For example, in the case of FIG. 4A, it is shown
that an FAT file system including an FAT and data files
managed by the FAT is constructed in the exportable
area.
[0108] In particular, data recorded in the exportable
area are not managed by the U-TOC but are managed
with management information for universal use such as
the FAT and are data which can be recognized by an
external computer which does not comply with the mini
disk system.
[0109] Where music data or the like of the ATRAC
system or the like are recorded on the FAT system, a
play list is recorded as management information for
managing files of such music data or the like. The play
list is recorded as a file on the FAT system, and upon
reproduction of a music data file, the system controller
of the recording and reproduction apparatus 1 grasps
addresses and so forth from the play list.
[0110] It is to be noted that a plurality of data tracks
each having such a structure as described above may
be recorded on a disk. In this instance, each of the data
tracks is managed as one track from the U-TOC, and
data in the exportable area in each of the data tracks is
managed by the FAT or the like. For example, each of
the data tracks has an FAT file system autonomously.
Or, one FAT file system may be recorded over a plurality
of data tracks.
[0111] While an example wherein information such as
a unique ID is data which is not managed by the FAT in
the data track is described above, it may be recorded in
any logical form only if it is handled as information which
is not managed by the FAT. For example, a track for ex-
clusive use for information which should not be laid open
may be provided as a track which is managed, for ex-
ample, directly from the U-TOC, or such information as
described above may be recorded in the U-TOC/P-TOC.
Further, a portion in the U-TOC region which is not used
for the U-TOC may be used to provide a recording re-
gion for information which should not be laid open.

[0112] It is to be noted that, although a conventional
mini disk is called "mini disk for music" for the conven-
ience of description, also a mini disk known as MD-DA-
TA falls in the criterion of the mini disk for music.
[0113] Naturally, music data may possibly be record-
ed as a data file on a high density disk. Such recording
may be performed, for example, upon downloading of a
music file from a network or a personal computer.
[0114] The storage section 2 shown in FIG. 1 is
formed as a disk drive section which is ready for such a
mini disk for music as described above and a high den-
sity disk as a data recording medium for universal use.
[0115] An example of a configuration of the storage
section 2 is shown in FIG. 5.
[0116] The disk 90 shown is a mini disk for music, a
high density disk (1) or another high density disk (2) de-
scribed above.
[0117] In the storage section 2, the disk 90 loaded is
driven to rotate in accordance with the CLV method by
a spindle motor 29.
[0118] Upon recording/reproduction, a laser beam is
illuminated upon the disk 90 by an optical head 19.
[0119] Upon recording, the optical head 19 outputs a
laser beam of a high power level for heating a recording
track up to its Curie temperature. Upon reproduction, the
optical head 19 outputs a laser beam of a comparatively
low power level for detecting data from reflected light by
a magnetic Kerr effect. To this end, though not particu-
larly shown, a laser diode as laser outputting means, an
optical system including a polarizing beam splitter, an
objective lens and so forth, and a detector for detecting
the reflected light are incorporated in the optical head
19. The objective lens provided in the optical head 19 is
supported for displacement in a radial direction of the
disk and a direction toward or away from the disk, for
example, by a two-axis mechanism.
[0120] A magnetic head 18 is disposed at a position
opposing to the optical head 19 across the disk 90. The
magnetic head 18 performs an operation of applying a
magnetic field modulated with recording data to the disk
90.
[0121] Further, though not shown, a thread motor and
a thread mechanism are provided for moving the entire
optical head 19 and the magnetic head 18 in a radial
direction of the disk.
[0122] The storage section 2 includes, in addition to
a recording and reproduction head system including the
optical head 19 and the magnetic head 18 and a disk
rotating drive system including the spindle motor 29, a
recording processing system, a reproduction process-
ing system, a servo system and so forth.
[0123] The recording processing system includes a
block which performs modulation of a first modulation
method (EFM modulation and ACIRC encoding) upon
recording on a mini disk for music and another block
which performs a second modulation method (RLL (1-7)
PP modulation and RS-LDC encoding) upon recording
on a high density disk.
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[0124] The reproduction processing system includes
a block for performing demodulation corresponding to
the first modulation system (EFM demodulation and
ACIRC decoding) upon reproduction of a mini disk for
music (and the U-TOC of a high density disk) and an-
other block for performing demodulation corresponding
to the second modulation method (RLL (1-7) demodu-
lation based on data detection using partial response
PR(1,2,1) and Viterbi decoding, and RS-LDC decoding)
upon reproduction of a high density disk.
[0125] Information detected as reflected light upon il-
lumination of a laser beam of the optical head 19 upon
the disk 90 (photo-current obtained through detection of
reflected light of the laser beam by the photo-detector)
is supplied to an RF amplifier 21.
[0126] The RF amplifier 21 performs current-voltage
conversion, amplification, matrix calculation and so forth
for the detection information inputted thereto to extract
a reproduction RF signal, a tracking error signal TE, a
focusing error signal FE, groove information (ADIP in-
formation recorded as wobbling of a track on the disk
90) and so forth as reproduction information.
[0127] Upon reproduction of a mini disk for music, a
reproduction RF signal obtained by the RF amplifier is
processed by an EFM demodulation section 24 and an
ACIRC decoder 25.
[0128] In particular, the reproduction RF signal is bi-
narized into an EFM signal string and EFM demodulated
by the EFM demodulation section 24 and further under-
goes error correction and deinterleave processing by
the ACIRC decoder 25. In other words, at this point of
time, the reproduction RF signal is converted into AT-
RAC compression data.
[0129] Further, upon reproduction of a mini disk for
music, a selector 26 selects the B contact side, and the
demodulated ATRAC compression data are outputted
as reproduction data from the disk 90. In this instance,
the compressed data are supplied to the cache memory
3 of FIG. 1.
[0130] On the other hand, upon reproduction of a high
density disk, a reproduction RF signal obtained by the
RF amplifier is processed by an RLL (1-7) PP demodu-
lation section 22 and an RS-LDC decoder 23.
[0131] In particular, the reproduction RF signal under-
goes data detection using the PR (1,2,1) and Viterbi de-
coding by the RLL (1-7) PP demodulation section 22 so
that reproduction data as an RLL (1-7) code string are
obtained, and an RLL (1-7) decoding process is per-
formed for the RLL (1-7) code string. Further, the repro-
duction data undergoes error correction and deinter-
leave processing by the RS-LDC decoder 23.
[0132] Further, upon reproduction of a high density
disk, the selector 26 selects the A contact side, and the
demodulated data is outputted as reproduction data
from the disk 90. In this instance, the demodulation data
are supplied to the cache memory 3 of FIG. 1.
[0133] The tracking error signal TE and the focusing
error signal FE outputted from the RF amplifier 21 are

supplied to a servo circuit 27 while the groove informa-
tion is supplied to an ADIP decoder 30.
[0134] The ADIP decoder 30 performs band limitation
for the groove information using a band-pass filter to ex-
tract wobble components and then performs FM demod-
ulation and biphase demodulation to extract an ADIP
address.
[0135] The extracted ADIP address which is informa-
tion of an absolute address on the disk is supplied to the
system controller 8 shown in FIG. 8. The system con-
troller 8 executes a required control process based on
the ADIP address.
[0136] The groove information is supplied to the servo
circuit 27 for spindle servo control.
[0137] The servo circuit 27 produces a spindle error
signal for CLV servo control based on an error signal
obtained, for example, by integrating the phase error of
the groove information from a reproduction clock (PLL
system clock upon decoding).
[0138] Further, the servo circuit 27 produces various
servo control signals (tracking control signal, focusing
control signal, thread control signal, spindle control sig-
nal and so forth) based on a spindle error signal, a track-
ing error signal and a focusing error signal supplied from
the RF amplifier 21 as described above or a track jump-
ing instruction, an access instruction or the like from the
system controller 8. The servo circuit 27 outputs the pro-
duced servo control signals to a motor driver 28. In short,
the servo circuit 27 performs necessary processes such
as a phase compensation process, a gain process and
a target value setting process for the servo error signals
and instructions described above to produce various
servo control signals.
[0139] The motor driver 28 produces required servo
drive signals based on the servo control signals supplied
from the servo circuit 27. The servo drive signals here
are two-axis drive signals (two signals for a focusing di-
rection and a tracking direction) for driving the two-axis
mechanism, a thread motor drive signal for driving the
thread mechanism, and a spindle motor drive signal for
driving the spindle motor 29.
[0140] Based on such servo drive signals as de-
scribed above, focusing control and tracking control for
the disk 90 and CLV control for the spindle motor 29 are
performed.
[0141] When a recording operation on the disk 90 is
to be executed, data are supplied from the cache mem-
ory 3.
[0142] Upon recording of a mini disk for music, a se-
lector 16 is connected to the B contact, and accordingly,
an ACIRC encoder 14 and an EFM modulation section
15 function.
[0143] In this instance, compressed data from an au-
dio processing section not shown are inputted from DA-
TA IN and undergoes interleaving and addition of error
correction codes by the ACIRC encoder 14, and then
undergoes EFM modulation by the EFM modulation
section 15.
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[0144] Then, the EFM modulation data are supplied
to a magnetic head driver 17 through the selector 16,
and the magnetic head 18 performs application of a
magnetic field based on the EFM modulation data to the
disk 90 to perform data recording.
[0145] Upon recording of a high density disk, the se-
lector 16 is connected to the A contact, and accordingly,
an RS-LDC encoder 31 and an RLL (1-7) PP modulation
section 13 function.
[0146] In this instance, high density data from a mem-
ory transfer controller not shown undergo interleaving
and addition of error correction codes of the RS-LDC
system by RS-LDC encoder 31 and is then subject to
RLL (1-7) modulation by the RLL (1-7) PP modulation
section 13.
[0147] Then, the recording data in the form of an RLL
(1-7) code string is supplied to the magnetic head driver
17 through the selector 16, and the magnetic head 18
performs application of a magnetic field based on the
modulation data to the disk 90 to perform data recording.
[0148] Upon such reproduction and recording as de-
scribed above, a laser driver/APC 20 causes the laser
diode to execute a laser beam emitting operation. How-
ever, the laser driver/APC 20 performs an APC (Auto-
matic Laser Power Control) operation as well.
[0149] In particular, though not shown, a detector for
monitoring the laser power is provided in the optical
head 19, and a monitor signal of the detector is fed back
to the laser driver/APC 20. The laser driver/APC 20
compares the laser power at present obtained as the
monitor signal with a laser power set in advance and
causes the error between them to reflect on the laser
drive signal thereby to control the laser power to be out-
putted stably with the preset value from the laser diode.
[0150] It is to be noted that, as the laser power, a value
as a reproduction laser power or a recording laser power
is set to a register in the inside of the laser driver/APC
20 by the system controller 8.
[0151] The operations described above (accessing
operation, various servo operations, data writing oper-
ation, and data reading out operation) are executed
based on an instruction from the system controller 8.

3. Management of AV Data

[0152] As can be recognized from the foregoing de-
scription, for example, while a mini disk for music allows
recording only of audio data in principle, a high density
disk allows recording of general purpose data.
[0153] Such general purpose data include, for exam-
ple, AV data such as audio data and video data. In other
words, AV data can be recorded also on the high density
disk of the present embodiment. Particularly as regards
recording of AV data, since the high density disk has a
great capacity in comparison with a mini disk for music,
it is considered that the high density disk is suitable for
recording of video data which are stream data of a high
data rate.

[0154] Thus, in the present embodiment, AV data re-
corded on the high density disk are managed on an FAT
file system in such a manner as illustrated in FIG. 6.
[0155] First, in the FAT file system, management is
performed such that a directory for AV data exists. Here,
the directory for AV data provisionally has a directory
name of "Hi-MDV".
[0156] First, the entity of the AV data is managed in a
unit of a file as an AV Stream File and is stored into the
directory Hi-MDV. Then, an AV Header File is stored in
such a manner as to correspond to each AV Stream File
stored in the directory Hi-MDV. In the AV Header File,
information of predetermined contents regarding the co-
ordinated AV Stream File in such a manner as herein-
after described is stored. Further, the coordination be-
tween an AV Header File and an AV Stream File here is
established by applying file names which are common
except the extensions to the files.
[0157] An AV Track Index File is a file in which man-
agement information for managing AV data stored in the
directory Hi-MDV in a unit of a track is described. While
it is recognized from the following description, in the
present embodiment, an AV Stream File of AV data
stored in the directory Hi-MDV is a file managed on the
FAT file system at all but is not handled as a track. The
tracks are managed by the AV Track Index File.
[0158] (a) of FIG. 7 shows an example of a configu-
ration of the AV Track Index File. As shown in this figure,
the AV Track Index File includes a Play Order Table and
a Track Information Table.
[0159] First, the Track information Table includes one
or more Track Descriptors. Each Track Descriptor is pro-
vided corresponding to one track, and has a number ap-
plied thereto like Track Descriptor #1, #2, ..., #n as seen
in the figure. It is to be noted that Track Descriptor num-
bers may be lost depending upon a result of editing by,
for example, division erasure and need not necessarily
be consecutive numbers.
[0160] The Play Order Table defines a reproduction
order in a unit of a track. For example, the Play Order
Table in this instance includes storage positions repre-
sented by storage position numbers P1 to P(n) in order
from the left, and Track Descriptor numbers are stored
in the storage positions. Here, since #2 is stored in the
storage position number P1, #1 in the storage position
number P2, ..., and #n in the storage position number P
(n-1), the track reproduction order is an order of a track
indicated by the Track Descriptor #2 → track indicated
by Track Descriptor #1 → ... → track indicated by Track
Descriptor #n. It is to be noted that, in the Play Order
Table in this instance, for example, the storage position
number P3 is represented as "-", and this represents
that no Track Descriptor number is stored. In short, in
the present embodiment, in the case of the figure, the
Track Descriptor numbers need not be stored in a left-
wardly packed state beginning with the storage position
number P1 in accordance with the reproduction order.
The reproduction order is obtained by successively pick-
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ing up the Track Descriptor numbers stored in accord-
ance with the storage position numbers.
[0161] One Track Descriptor has information contents
illustrated in (b) of FIG. 7. In particular, one Track De-
scriptor has Track File ID, Play From, Play To and CO-
DEC Information.
[0162] The Track File ID indicates a file ID of an AV
Stream File (and AV Header File) including data of a
track indicated by the current Track Descriptor. The file
ID corresponds to the file name, for example, given to
the AV Stream File (and AV Header File).
[0163] The Play From indicates the time at which re-
production of the track indicated by the current Track
Descriptor in the AV Stream File indicated by the file ID
is to be started. The Play To indicates the time at which
reproduction should be ended.
[0164] The CODEC Information stores information re-
garding the method of the codec of the AV Stream File
and time information and so forth regarding data after
the codec.
[0165] FIG. 8A shows a structure of an AV Stream
File.
[0166] Referring to FIG. 8A, from a data start position
of the AV Stream File indicated by an arrow mark a, a
region as an ES (Elementary Stream) Offset is some-
times provided. The ES Offset is added in response to
the fact that the AV Stream File of the present embodi-
ment is managed by the FAT file system. In the FAT file
system, for example, a condition that recording and re-
production of data is performed in a unit of a cluster ex-
ists. A reproduction start position (reproduction time "0")
of contents data indicated by an arrow mark b is not nec-
essarily started from the top of a sector as a result of
such processing as writing upon recording or such a
processing as division, on-disk erasure or the like as
hereinafter described. In order to fill up a free area in a
cluster including a reproduction start position of con-
tents data, the ES Offset is defined in such a manner as
described above.
[0167] Following the ES Offset, contents data which
are the entity of AV data is disposed.
[0168] Here, the Play From and the Play To shown in
(b) of FIG. 7 indicate reproduction time of contents data
at a start position and an end position of the track as
indicated, for example, by arrow marks c and d in FIG.
8A.
[0169] In particular, a track in the present embodiment
can be formed from part of contents data (AV Stream
File). Naturally, if the Play From indicates the reproduc-
tion time "0" of the contents data and the Play To indi-
cates the time of the last end position of the contents
data indicated by an arrow mark e in FIG. 8A, then the
track includes the contents data of all portions of one AV
Stream File.
[0170] FIG. 8B shows an example of information con-
tents which one AV Header File has.
[0171] First, the ES Offset Size indicates the data size
regarding the ES Offset of an AV Stream File to which

the current AV Header File corresponds.
[0172] Further, in the present embodiment, although
details are hereinafter described, one AV Stream File is
managed in such a manner that a plurality of tracks exit
in a single AV Stream File as a result of, for example, a
division editing process for AV data. In this instance, a
plurality of Track Descriptors to be referred to exist in a
corresponding relationship to a single AV Stream File.
In other words, the number of Track Descriptors to be
referred to in a corresponding relationship to one AV
Stream File is variable.
[0173] The Reference Counter indicates the number
of Track Descriptors to be referred to in this manner. For
example, if the value indicated by the Reference Coun-
ter is "2", then the number of Track Descriptors to be
referred to with respect to an AV Stream File to which
the AV Header File corresponds is 2. Then, this indi-
cates that data parts as two tracks exist in the AV Stream
File.
[0174] The Erase Flag has a flag which indicates 1
when a track erased by "track erasure" exists in an AV
Stream File to which the AV Header File corresponds.
Although details are hereinafter described, the "track
erasure" is a process of performing track erasure by re-
writing on the AV Track Index File as an editing process,
and conversely speaking, rewriting of the FAT file sys-
tem is not performed. In other words, it is regarded that
the track is erased on the AV Track Index File, but on
the FAT file system, it is managed that the AV Stream
File itself which includes the track-erased data part is
recorded on the disk.
[0175] The Total Play Time indicates total reproduc-
tion time of an AV Stream File to which the AV Header
File corresponds. In other words, the Total Play Time
indicates reproduction time at the last end indicated by
an arrow mark e in FIG. 8A.
[0176] It is to be noted that, where the AV Header File
has such a structure and information contents as de-
scribed above, the information contents described
above can be set to a fixed length such that a predeter-
mined number of bytes are allocated. In short, the AV
Header File can be set to a fixed length. Where the AV
Header File has a fixed length, since the size thereof
does not vary also in a case wherein, for example, the
AV Header File registered already on the disk is updat-
ed, such a situation that, for example, a plurality of data
parts which form the single AV Header File are recorded
in a physically discrete state on the disk does not occur.
Consequently, an advantage that management of AV
Header Files by the FAT is further simplified and read-
out, accessing and so forth are facilitated is obtained.
In this manner, in the present embodiment, the process-
ing burden on the FAT file system is moderated also by
making AV Header Files have a fixed length.
[0177] Now, an example of track management for a
single AV Stream File is described with reference to FIG.
9 taking the foregoing description into consideration.
The track management illustrated in FIG. 9 is the sim-
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plest example and indicates track management in a
case wherein an AV Stream File is managed as a single
track. For example, in a case wherein a single AV
Stream File is recorded on a disk, if such a marking op-
eration as track division is not particularly performed
halfway, then such a relationship between the AV
Stream File and the track as illustrated in FIG. 9 is ob-
tained.
[0178] First, the AV Stream File shown in (b) of FIG.
9 here has a file name and an extension of
MP000007.VSF. In particular, it is indicated by the ex-
tension VSF that the file is an AV Stream File, and the
AV Stream File is specified by the file name of
MP000007.
[0179] Then, it is assumed that the AV Stream File has
a region of the ES Offset of 1 Kbytes from the data start
position, and following this, contents data of total repro-
duction time "100" are disposed and recorded on the
disk.
[0180] An AV Header File coordinated with the AV
Stream File is shown in (c) of FIG. 9. This AV Header
File has a file name and an extension of
MP000007.VHF. It is indicated by the extension VHF
that the file is an AV Header File, and the AV Header
File is specified by the file name of MP000007.
[0181] Then, the AV Stream File of (b) of FIG. 9 and
the AV Header File of (c) of FIG. 9 are common in
"MP000007" at the file name portions other than the ex-
tensions thereof, and consequently, they are coordinat-
ed with each other.
[0182] It is to be noted that it is described for the con-
firmation that the file names (+ extension) of the AV
Stream File and the AV Header File are applied under
the management of the FAT file system.
[0183] Then, in a coordinated relationship to the fact
that the ES Offset of the AV Stream File of (b) of FIG. 9
has 1 Kbytes, 1000 indicating such 1 Kbytes is placed
in the ES Offset Size of the AV Header File of (c) of FIG.
9.
[0184] Further, the Reference Counter has a value 1
and indicates that the number of Track Descriptors to
be referred to is 1.
[0185] Meanwhile, the Erase Flag has a value 0, and
this indicates that a track erased by "track erasure" does
not exist in the AV Stream File (contents data) illustrated
in (b) of FIG. 9.
[0186] The Total Play Time has 100 placed therein in
a coordinated relationship to the fact that the reproduc-
tion time at the last end of the contents data illustrated
in (b) of FIG. 9 is "100".
[0187] Further, one Track Descriptor #n to be referred
to is indicated in the Track Information Table in the AV
Track Index File shown in (a) of FIG. 9 in a coordinated
relationship to the AV Stream File of (b) of FIG. 9.
[0188] While 7 is placed in the Track File ID of the
Track Descriptor #n in the figure, this indicates "000007"
in the file name "MP000007" used commonly by the AV
Stream File of (b) of FIG. 9 and the AV Header File of

(c) of FIG. 9. In particular, the Track File ID in this in-
stance indicates a value given commonly to the file
names of the AV Stream File and the AV Header File,
and consequently, a coordinated relationship among the
AV Stream File, AV Header File and Track Descriptor is
specified.
[0189] Further, 0 indicating the reproduction time "0"
of the contents data is placed in the Play From of the
Track Descriptor #n. Further, the Play To has placed
therein 100 which corresponds to the reproduction time
"100" at the last end of the contents data. If the Play
From and the Play To of the Track Descriptor #n are re-
ferred to, then it can be recognized that the contents
data of the AV Stream File of (b) of FIG. 9 should be
reproduced as one track from the start position (repro-
duction time "0") to the end position (reproduction time
"100").
[0190] Here, it is assumed that the CODEC Informa-
tion here is the type X, and actually it stores information
regarding a required codec.
[0191] Now, a processing operation for reproducing a
track to be reproduced nth is described with reference
to a flow chart of FIG. 10. It is to be noted that the proc-
ess illustrated in this figure is executed by the system
controller 8 of the recording and reproduction apparatus
1 of the present embodiment.
[0192] First, the system controller 8 stands by at step
S101 until a track reproduction instruction is received.
Then, for example, if an instruction to start reproduction
is issued together with designation of a track to be re-
produced nth through an operation of the operation sec-
tion 7 by the user or the like and then a command is
generated in response to the instruction, then the
processing of the system controller 8 advances to steps
S102 et seq.
[0193] At step S102, the system controller 8 executes
reading in of the AV Track Index File. It is to be noted
that, although this reading in may be performed as rea-
dout from the disk, it may be performed otherwise as
reading in from the RAM 10. In other words, upon load-
ing of the disk, the AV Track Index File is read out from
the disk and stored into the RAM 10 so that the RAM 10
is accessed thereafter to read in the AV Track Index File
as occasion demands. Where this is employed, there is
no necessity to access the disk every time and the proc-
ess can be executed in a reduced period of time as
much.
[0194] At next step S103, the system controller 8 re-
fers to the Play Order Table of the AV Track Index File
thus read in to specify the number of the Track Descrip-
tor whose reproduction order number is n. To this end,
the system controller 8 may perform, for example, suc-
cessive scanning from the storage position number P1
of the Play Order Table and refer to the number of the
Track Descriptor hit nth in the scanning.
[0195] Then at next step S104, the system controller
8 recognizes the Track File ID stored in the Track De-
scriptor of the number specified at step S103 described
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above. Then, the system controller 8 specifies an AV
Header File and an AV Stream File to which a file name
corresponding to the recognized Track File ID is given.
[0196] At step S105, the system controller 8 refers to
the ES Offset Size stored in the AV Header File specified
at step S104 described above to specify the reproduc-
tion start position of the AV Stream File specified at step
S104 as described above similarly. In short, the system
controller 8 specifies the position of the reproduction
time "0" which is the start position of the contents data.
[0197] At next step S106, the system controller 8 rec-
ognizes the value of the Play From stored in the AV
Header File specified at step S104 formerly. Then, the
system controller 8 accesses the reproduction time po-
sition shifted by the time of the Play From from the base
point given by the position of the reproduction time "0"
of the contents data specified at step S105 described
above. Then, the system controller 8 starts reproduction
of the contents data beginning with the reproduction
time position thus accessed.
[0198] Then at step S107, the system controller 8 rec-
ognizes the value of the Play To stored in the AV Header
File specified at step S104 formerly and then recognizes
the reproduction time position shifted by the time of the
Play To from the base point given by the position of the
reproduction time "0" of the contents data. Then, the
system controller 8 stands by until the reproduction up
to the reproduction time position indicated by the time
of the Play To comes to an end.
[0199] Then, when it is discriminated that the repro-
duction up to the reproduction time position indicated by
the time of the Play To comes to an end, this signifies
that the reproduction of the nth track is completed fully,
and the system controller 8 thus executes, for example,
a reproduction end process at step S108.
[0200] In this manner, it can be recognized that, in the
present embodiment, data management in a unit of a
track and reproduction control are possible by referring
to the contents of an AV Track Index File and an AV
Header File. This signifies that, when data management
in a unit of a track and reproduction control are execut-
ed, not the contents of management information on the
level of the FAT file system but an index information file
(AV Track Index File), a header file (AV Header File) and
so forth which are managed by the FAT file system are
used.

4. Track Division and Erasure Editing

[0201] Under the track management described
above, editing can be performed in a unit of a track by
altering the contents of an AV Track Index File and an
AV Header File. Here, division editing of a track and
track erasure editing are described as such editing proc-
esses.
[0202] First, track division editing is described.
[0203] Here, it is assumed that the management state
of a track before the track division editing is such as de-

scribed hereinabove with reference to FIG. 9. In partic-
ular, the AV Stream File of the file name =
MP000007.VSF shown in (b) of FIG. 9 is managed as
one track. In the following description, editing of track
division and track erasure performed for the AV Stream
File of the file name = MP000007.VSF shown in (b) of
FIG. 9 is described.
[0204] It is assumed that track division of the AV
Stream File which is managed as one track in such a
manner as described hereinabove with reference to (b)
of FIG. 9 is performed in such a manner as illustrated in
(b) of FIG. 11. In particular, it is assumed that the con-
tents data of the AV Stream File of the file name =
MP000007.VSF are divided into a track including a data
part of the production time "0" to "80" and another track
including another data part of the reproduction time "80"
to "100". It is to be noted that the former is hereinafter
referred to as track #n and the latter is hereinafter re-
ferred to as track #m.
[0205] To allow the management to be performed
such that the division editing has been performed for the
AV Stream File in such a manner as described above,
the contents of the AV Track Index File and the AV Head-
er File are altered from those illustrated in (a) and (c) of
FIG. 9 to those illustrated in (a) and (c) of FIG. 11, re-
spectively.
[0206] First, the AV Header File is altered such that
the value of the Reference Counter changes from 1 to
2 as seen in (c) of FIG. 11 so as to indicate that the
number of Track Descriptors to be referred to is two (two
tracks are included in the AV Stream File). It is to be
noted that, since the size of the ES Offset and that the
reproduction time of the last end of the contents is "100"
are still maintained with regard to the AV Stream File of
the file name = MP000007.VSF at this stage, the values
of the ES Offset Size and the Total Play Time in the AV
Header File do not change. Furthermore, also the value
of the Erase Flag remains equal to 0 and does not
change at this stage because the contents data of the
AV Stream File of the file name = MP000007.VSF do
not include an erased track.
[0207] If the Track Descriptor having the Track File ID
corresponding to the file names of the AV Header File
and the AV Stream File is referred to in the AV Track
Index File, then Track Descriptors including the Track
Descriptors #n and #m exist, for example, as shown in
(a) of FIG. 11. This number of the Track Descriptors co-
incides with the value 2 of the Reference Counter shown
in (c) of FIG. 11. In other words, the Track Descriptor #m
is added to the Track Descriptor #n in a corresponding
relationship to the increase by one track as a result of
the track division.
[0208] The Track Descriptor #n defines the Track #n
by the data part of the reproduction time "0" to "80" of
the contents data. In this instance, this is obtained by
rewriting necessary information regarding the Track De-
scriptor #n shown in (a) of FIG. 9 in the following manner.
[0209] First, the Track File ID of the Track Descriptor
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#n indicates 7 similarly as in (a) of FIG. 9. Consequently,
it is specified that the Track Descriptor #n describes the
track in the AV Stream File of the file name =
MP000007.VSF.
[0210] Then, since the Play From and the Play To in-
dicate 0 and 80, respectively, it is indicated that the re-
production start time of the data part of the track #n
shown in FIG. 11 is "0" and the reproduction end time is
"80". Accordingly, the value of the Play To has been re-
written here.
[0211] It is to be noted that the CODEC Information is
maintained in that it indicates the Type X. However, for
example, information regarding the reproduction time
and some other information is sometimes changed to
corresponding contents for each track as occasion de-
mands.
[0212] Further, the Track Descriptor #m produced
newly through the division editing defines the Track #m
by the data part of the reproduction time "80" to "100"
of the contents data.
[0213] The Track File ID of the Track Descriptor #m
also indicates 7. In other words, it is specified that the
Track Descriptor #m also describes a track in the AV
Stream File of the file name = MP000007.VSF.
[0214] Further, the Play From and the Play To indicate
80 and 100, respectively. Thereby, the Play From and
the Play To indicate the reproduction start time and the
reproduction end time of the track #m from the base
point given by the reproduction start position (reproduc-
tion time "0") of the contents data.
[0215] In this manner, by setting the contents of the
AV Track Index File and the AV Header File to those
shown in (a) and (c) of FIG. 11, the AV Stream File of
the file name = MP000007.VSF is managed such that
the track thereof is divided as seen in (b) of FIG. 11.
[0216] Now, another case wherein editing of erasing
the track #n regarding the AV Stream File of the file
name = MP000007.VSF is performed and the track #m
remains as a result of the editing in such a manner as
seen in (b) of FIG. 12 is investigated.
[0217] It is to be noted for the confirmation, that the
erasure here is mere management at all by the AV Track
Index File and the AV Header File but does not involve
erasure of the data part actually recorded on the disk by
the FAT file system. In other words, although the track
seems to be erased on the user interface, it is not erased
from the disk as far as it is not managed as being erased
on the FAT file system.
[0218] In the present specification, erasure managed
by the AV Track Index File and the AV Header File is
referred to as "track erasure", and erasure managed on
the FAT file system is referred to as "on-disk erasure".
[0219] Thus, to allow a track to be managed as being
erased as seen in (b) of FIG. 12, the Track Descriptor
of the AV Track Index File is set in such a manner as
seen in (a) of FIG. 12.
[0220] In particular, in response to the erasure of the
track #n, the Track Descriptor #n from among the Track

Descriptors corresponding to the AV Stream File of the
file name = MP000007.VSF is erased while only the
Track Descriptor #m remains present. The contents of
the Track Descriptor #m are similar to those of the Track
Descriptor #m of (a) of FIG. 11.
[0221] Further, in response to the track erasure edit-
ing just described, the contents of the AV Header File
are updated from those of (c) of FIG. 11 to those of (c)
of FIG. 12. In particular, the Reference Counter changes
from 2 to 1 and now indicates that the number of Track
Descriptors to be referred to (number of tracks in the AV
Stream File of the file name = MP000007.VSF) is 1.
[0222] At this stage, since the track which has been
track-erased remains existing with regard to the AV
Stream File of the file name = MP000007.VSF, the Erase
Flag should be set. Accordingly, and the value of the flag
is rewritten from 0 to 1.
[0223] Incidentally, the present embodiment can per-
form track division editing and track erasure editing in
such a manner as described hereinabove with reference
to FIGS. 9, 11 and 12. When the convenience to a user
is taken into consideration, it is preferable for such an
editing process as described above to adopt such a con-
figuration called undo which allows restoration of a state
prior to the editing.
[0224] In the present embodiment, undo regarding
track division and track erasure is possible and can be
executed, for example, in the following manner.
[0225] First, undo regarding track division is de-
scribed taking FIGS. 9 and 11 as an example again.
[0226] First, where it is presupposed to make undo
possible, contents prior to an editing process of the
Track Descriptor and the AV Header File corresponding
to the AV Stream File of an object of editing are saved
into and retained in a predetermined save region, for ex-
ample, on the RAM 10.
[0227] Accordingly, in such a case that editing of track
division is performed in such a manner as seen in FIG.
11 from the state of FIG. 9, the contents of the Track
Descriptor #n shown in (a) of FIG. 9 and the AV Header
File shown in (c) of FIG. 9 are saved into and retained
in the save region.
[0228] Then, when undo regarding the track division
is to be executed, the two Track Descriptors of the Track
Descriptors #n and #m shown in (a) of FIG. 11 are de-
leted from the AV Track Index File first. Then, the Track
Descriptor #n shown in (a) of FIG. 9 which has been
saved in the save region is placed into the AV Track In-
dex File.
[0229] The AV Header File is also rewritten from the
contents illustrated in (c) of FIG. 11 to the contents illus-
trated in (c) of FIG. 9 which have been saved in the save
region.
[0230] By executing such a process as described
above, the AV Track Index File and the AV Header File
are altered from the contents illustrated in (a) and (c) of
FIG. 11 to the contents illustrated in (a) and (c) of FIG.
9. Thus, the contents data of the AV Stream File of the
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file name = MP000007.VSF are hereafter managed as
a single track. In other words, undo regarding the track
division editing has been performed.
[0231] If the AV Track Index File and AV Header File
of the contents illustrated in (a) and (c) of FIG. 11 are
saved into the save region upon undo regarding the
track division editing described above, then, it is possi-
ble to perform undo from the management state illus-
trated in FIG. 9 to the management state after the track
division illustrated in FIG. 11.
[0232] A similar process to that described above may
be performed, also where undo is executed so as to re-
store the state illustrated in FIG. 11 from the state illus-
trated in FIG. 12 in which the track erasure is performed.
[0233] In particular, when track erasure is performed
so that the management state illustrated in FIG. 12 is
obtained from the management state shown in FIG. 11,
the Track Descriptors #n and #m shown in (a) and (c) of
FIG. 11 and the AV Header File are saved into the save
region.
[0234] Then, when undo is to be executed, the Track
Descriptor #m shown in (a) of FIG. 12 is deleted from
the AV Track Index File. Instead, the Track Descriptors
#n and #m shown in (a) of FIG. 11 which have been
saved in the save region are placed into the AV Track
Index File.
[0235] Further, the AV Header File is rewritten from
the contents illustrated in (c) of FIG. 12 into the contents
illustrated in (c) of FIG. 11 which have been saved in the
save region.
[0236] As a result, the management of the AV Stream
File of the file name = MP000007.VSF by the AV Track
Index File and the AV Header File is changed from the
contents illustrated in (a) and (c) of FIG. 12 to the con-
tents illustrated in (a) and (c) of FIG. 11. Thus, this indi-
cates that undo regarding the track deletion editing has
been performed.

5. On-Disk Erasure

[0237] Subsequently, a process of on-disk erasure of
deleting a data part of an AV Stream File corresponding
to a track on the file system is described.
[0238] In the present embodiment, as can be recog-
nized from the foregoing description, an AV Stream File
(contents data) undergoes management by the FAT file
system and management by the AV Track Index File (In-
dex information) under the FAT file system. What should
be noticed here is that, regarding data recorded on the
disk, the size of a data management unit by the FAT file
system and the size of a data management unit in a case
wherein the data are managed as contents data are dif-
ferent from each other. This is described first with refer-
ence to FIG. 13.
[0239] FIG. 13 conceptively illustrates a relationship
of a data management unit of contents data and a data
management unit of a file system to a certain AV Stream
File.

[0240] First, it is assumed that an AV Stream File in a
region A exists as contents data as shown in (a) of FIG.
13. The contents of the AV Stream File are equally di-
vided into 10 data management units A to J as shown
in (b) of FIG. 13.
[0241] In contrast, it is assumed that the data man-
agement unit of the FAT file system divides the AV
Stream File equally into four data management units A
to D.
[0242] It is to be noted that the data management
units of the contents shown in (b) of FIG. 13 are index
units determined by the specifications of the AV Track
Index File. Meanwhile, the data management units of
the FAT file system shown in (c) of FIG. 13 are, for ex-
ample, cluster units.
[0243] The description given above in connection with
FIG. 13 signifies the following.
[0244] First, when track division or track erasure is to
be performed for the contents data of the AV Stream File
(A) of (a) of FIG. 13, one of the boundary positions be-
tween the data management units A to J of the contents
shown in (b) of FIG. 13 is determined as a division po-
sition or an erasure position.
[0245] In contrast, if it is tried to perform on-disk eras-
ure by the management, for example, on the FAT file
system, then one of the boundary positions between the
data management units A to D of the file system shown
in (c) of FIG. 13 is determined as a boundary position
for the data part to be erased.
[0246] Then, if (b) and (c) of FIG. 13 are compared
with each other, then it is apparent that the boundary
positions between the data management units of the
contents and the boundary positions between the data
management units of the file system do not all coincide
with each other.
[0247] For example, in FIG. 13, the size of the data
management units of the file system is set to 2.5 times
the size of the data management units of the contents
for the convenience of illustration. In this instance, how-
ever, although the boundary between the data manage-
ment units B and C of the file system coincides with the
boundary between the data management units E and F
of the contents, the boundaries between the data man-
agement units A and B and between the data manage-
ment units C and D of the file system are displaced such
that they are included in the data management units C
and H of the contents, respectively. Meanwhile, the data
management units B, D, G and I of the contents are each
included in a block of a data management unit of the file
system.
[0248] Then, it is assumed that track division editing
is performed for the data of the AV Stream File in the
region A in the state shown in FIG. 13 such that the data
are divided into data parts of regions A-1 and A-2 as
seen in (a) of FIG. 14 to produce two tracks #n and #m.
In this instance, the track division editing is performed
at the boundary position between the data management
units G and H of the contents shown in (b) of FIG. 14.
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[0249] It is to be noted that, for the confirmation, the
patterns same as those of (b) and (c) of FIG. 13 are
shown in (b) and (c) of FIG. 14, respectively.
[0250] A case wherein, after division editing is per-
formed in such a manner as described above with ref-
erence to FIG. 14, it is tried to perform on-disk erasure
of the track #n corresponding to the region A-1 from the
AV Stream File (A) is described with reference to FIG.
15.
[0251] Here, it is assumed to try to completely erase,
in order to on-disk erase the track #n, the region A-1 in
the AV Stream File of the entire region A by rewriting of
the FAT. Thus, the boundary between the regions A-1
and A-2 does not coincide with any of the boundaries
between the data management units of the file system
shown in (c) of FIG. 15 but is included in a block of the
data management unit C of the file system.
[0252] Accordingly, if it is tried to on-disk erase the
region A-1 completely, then the data part of the AV
Stream File which corresponds to the three continuous
blocks of the data management units A, B and C of the
file system is erased. However, the block of the data
management unit C of the contents includes a front half
of the data management unit H of the contents shown
in (b) of FIG. 15. In other words, the data part of the front
half of the data management unit H of the contents in
the region A-2 of the AV Stream File shown in (a) of FIG.
15 is erased on the disk.
[0253] Therefore, when it is tried to on-disk erase the
data part corresponding to the track #n, the data part of
the AV Stream File which corresponds to the two con-
tinuous blocks of the data management units A and B
of the file system is erased to avoid erasure of the top
portion of the region A-2.
[0254] Consequently, the region A-3 in (a) of FIG. 15
is erased from the disk by rewriting of the FAT. However,
the data part as the region A-4 following the region A-3
remains in the region A-1. This region A-4 is a data por-
tion which begins from the top position of the file system
management unit C and ends with the boundary position
between the data management units G and H of the con-
tents as seen from FIG. 15.
[0255] In this manner, when it is tried to on-disk erase
a track formed by track division (or track erasure) based
on data management units of the contents, the data part
of the track sometimes remains actually at a last end
portion thereof without being erased on the disk.
[0256] In such an instance as just described, a differ-
ence corresponding to the region A-4 appears between
the size of the data actually erased on the disk and the
size of data which seem to be erased on the disk to the
user side. Then, since a data part of such a difference
as just described appears and the number of such parts
increases every time on-disk erasure is executed, the
error between the size of data erased actually on the
disk and the size of data which seem to be erased on
the disk to the user side successively increases.
[0257] Therefore, to eliminate such a disadvantage as

just described, in the present embodiment, the region
A-4 is treated as an ES Offset added to the top of the
succeeding region A-2 as seen in (a) of FIG. 15. Accord-
ingly, as a result of the on-disk erasure illustrated in FIG.
15, a region indicated by the region A-4 (ES Offset) +
region A-2 is managed as a region recorded on the disk
of the AV Stream File shown in (a) of FIG. 15 on the FAT
file system.
[0258] According to the foregoing description, in the
present embodiment, it is presupposed that data record-
ed on a disk are managed by the FAT file system. Based
on the presupposition, track division and track erasure
editing of contents data (AV Stream File) can be per-
formed by rewriting the contents of data files (such as
the AV Track Index File, an AV Header File and so forth)
managed by the FAT without relying upon rewriting of
the FAT.
[0259] For example, if it is tried to perform editing of
contents data (AV Stream File) relying only on rewriting
of the FAT without performing track division or track
erasure editing by rewriting of data files (AV Track Index
File, AV Header File and so forth), then rewriting of the
FAT is performed every time track division or track eras-
ure editing is performed. Since rewriting of the FAT is a
process heavier than that where, for example, a data file
is operated, the burden on the system increases as
much. This gives rise to a disadvantage that, for exam-
ple, much time is required to end the editing process (to
complete the rewriting of the FAT).
[0260] In contrast, where editing can be performed by
rewriting of data file in such a manner as in the present
embodiment, since there is no necessity any more to
rewrite the FAT every time editing is performed, the ed-
iting process can be executed with a lighter burden, and
a rapid editing processing operation can be anticipated.
[0261] Here, there is a following meaning in erasure,
for example, of a data part of a track by on-disk erasure
(rewriting of the FAT) under the circumstance wherein
track division or track erasure is performed by rewriting
of data files (AV Track Index File, AV Header File and
so forth) as described above.
[0262] First, the case wherein data are erased posi-
tively by rewriting of the FAT is a case wherein the user
arbitrarily deletes unnecessary data. This is intended to
record only the necessary data on a disk so that the re-
cording capacity of the disk can be saved as much as
possible. This is not limited to the present embodiment
but can be applied also where any other rewritable me-
dium is used.
[0263] Further, in the present embodiment, the eras-
ure not only relates to saving of the recording capacity
described above but also has such a meaning as de-
scribed below.
[0264] In particular, only if track erasure by rewriting
of data files (AV Track Index File, AV Header File and
so forth) is performed, since the data part erased by the
track erasure is managed on the FAT as being recorded
on the disk, if track erasure is performed, then a differ-
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ence between the total data size of the contents as
viewed from the user and the total data size of the con-
tents remaining recorded on the disk without being ac-
tually erased appears in such a manner that the latter
total data size is greater than the former total data size.
[0265] Then, as the number of times of track erasure
increases, the difference between the total data size (to-
tal reproduction time) of all tracks managed by the data
file as viewed from the user and the total data size of all
contents (AV Stream File) remaining recorded on the
disk without being actually erased increases gradually.
As the difference increases, for example, the recorded
capacity of the disk becomes greater than that estimat-
ed by the user, and sometimes, this gives rise to such
a disadvantage unfavorable to the user that, at a certain
point of time, contents estimated to be recorded suffi-
ciently on the disk cannot be recorded due to shortage
of the capacity.
[0266] Thus, for example, if a track erased by track
erasure is on-disk erased, then such a problem of the
difference between the data size on the user side and
the data size on the FAT management as described
above can be eliminated.
[0267] From this, for example, the following automatic
on-disk erasure operation can be estimated as an actual
application for the recording and reproduction appara-
tus.
[0268] In particular, when the total data size of tracks
not erased by the FAT but track-erased as a result of
rewriting of the data files becomes greater than a certain
level, it signifies that the difference between the total da-
ta size of all tracks managed by the data files and the
total data size of all contents (AV Stream Files) remain-
ing recorded without being actually erased becomes
greater than a fixed level.
[0269] Where such a condition as just described is
satisfied, on-disk erasure by an amount corresponding
to a required data size is executed for an object given
by track-erased data parts.
[0270] The flow charts of FIGS. 16 and 17 illustrate a
processing operation for such an automatic on-disk
erasure operation as described above. It is to be noted
that also the process illustrated in the figures is executed
by the system controller 8 of the recording and repro-
duction apparatus 1.
[0271] First, the system performs a data size check
after every fixed interval of time. The data size check
here checks the difference between the total data size
of all tracks managed by the data file and the total data
size of all contents (AV Stream Files) remaining record-
ed on the disk without being actually erased as de-
scribed hereinabove.
[0272] Further, the system internally generates a
command for the data size check after every fixed inter-
val of time. Thus, as a process at step S201 of FIG. 16,
the system controller 8 stands by until a command for
the data size check is acquired. Then, after the com-
mand is acquired, the processing of the system control-

ler 8 advances to processes at steps S202 et seq.
[0273] At step S202, the system controller 8 reads in
the Track Information Table in the AV Track Index File.
Then, the system controller 8 recognizes a time width
indicated by the Play From and the Play To of each of
the Track Descriptors stored in the read-in Track Infor-
mation Table and sums the time widths between the
Play From and the Play To. By the summation, a value
of the total reproduction time a of reproduction times of
all tracks managed by the data files (AV Track Index File
and AV Header Files) at present is calculated.
[0274] Then, at the next step S203, the value of the
total reproduction time a is converted into a value of a
size b of the data recorded on the disk in accordance
with a predetermined calculation rule.
[0275] Then at step S204, reading in of the FAT is ex-
ecuted. Then at next step S205, the system controller 8
calculates, by referring to the read-in FAT, a total data
size c of all AV Stream Files managed as being recorded
on the disk by the FAT.
[0276] Then at next step S206, the system controller
8 discriminates whether or not c - b regarding the value
b obtained at step S203 and the value c obtained at step
S205 described above is higher than a fixed value set
in advance.
[0277] Here, if an affirmative result is obtained, then
this signifies that the total data size of those tracks which
are not erased by the FAT although they are track-
erased as a result of rewriting of the data files is greater
than a fixed level. Therefore, in this instance, an on-disk
erasure process at step S207 is executed. By this on-
disk erasure process, erasure of data parts as tracks
which are not erased by the FAT although they are track-
erased as a result of rewriting of the data files is execut-
ed in a unit of a track by an amount corresponding to a
necessary data size.
[0278] In contrast, if a negative result is obtained at
step S206, then the processing is ended immediately,
and the system controller 8 stands by through the proc-
ess at step S201 until the next data size check command
is obtained.
[0279] The on-disk erasure process at step S207 can
be executed, for example, by a procedure illustrated in
FIG. 17.
[0280] In the on-disk erasure process illustrated in
FIG. 17, the system controller 8 first reads in the AV
Header Files and searches for those AV Header Files
wherein Erase Flag = 1 from among the AV Header Files
thus read in.
[0281] Here, to search for an AV Header File wherein
Erase Flag = 1 is to specify the file name of the AV Head-
er File. This signifies to specify those AV Stream Files
which each includes a data part which is track-erased
by the data files but is not erased by the FAT.
[0282] In particular, in the present embodiment, it is
possible to distinctly recognize, by placing the Erase
Flag into the AV Header File, those AV Stream Files
which each includes a data part as a track which is track-
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erased by the data files but is not erased by the FAT,
and those AV Stream Files which each includes no such
data part.
[0283] If it is assumed that the Erase Flag is not
placed in the AV Header File, then it is impossible to
discriminate whether or not a data part as a track which
is track-erased by the data files but is not erased by the
FAT exists in the AV Stream File. In other words, even
if it is tried to on-disk erase only a data part as a track
which is track-erased by the data files but is not erased
by the FAT on the AV Stream File, this cannot be exe-
cuted appropriately as far as it is impossible to discrim-
inate whether or not such a data part exists in the AV
Stream File.
[0284] Where the Erase Flag is not placed in the AV
Header File, the entire AV Stream File cannot be disk-
erased, for example, until track erasure by the data files
is performed for all tracks which form the AV Stream File
and the Reference Counter of the AV Header File has
the value 0.
[0285] Then at next step S302, the system controller
8 first executes reading in of the Track Information Ta-
ble. Then, the system controller 8 recognizes a Track
Descriptor which stores a Track File ID corresponding
to the file name of the AV Header File searched out at
step S301 described hereinabove from among the Track
Descriptors stored in the Track Information Table.
[0286] Then at step S303, the system controller 8 rec-
ognizes reproduction time widths of track-erased data
parts of the AV Stream Files based on the Track De-
scriptor recognized at step S302 and contents of the AV
Header Files read in at step S301 formerly.
[0287] A process for the reproduction time width rec-
ognition at step S303 is described with reference to di-
agrammatic views of FIGS. 18A to 18C.
[0288] It is assumed here that three AV Stream Files
shown in FIGS. 18A to 18C each includes a data part
track-erased (and not erased by on-disk erasure (FAT
rewriting)).
[0289] Further, it is assumed that the Track File IDs
corresponding to the AV Stream Files shown in FIGS.
18A to 18C are Track File ID = 0, Track File ID = 1, and
Track File ID = 2.
[0290] First, in the AV Stream File shown in FIG. 18A,
while the reproduction time width of the entire contents
data is "400", the data part track-erased is a region
whose reproduction time ranges from "150" to "400",
and the reproduction time width of the data part is "250".
[0291] Meanwhile, in the AV Stream File shown in
FIG. 18B, the reproduction time width of the entire con-
tents data is "400" similarly as in FIG. 18A. However,
the region B which is a track-erased data part in this
instance is a range of the reproduction time from "250"
to "400". Therefore, the reproduction time width of the
data part is "150".
[0292] Further, the reproduction time width of the en-
tire contents data of the AV Stream File shown in FIG.
18C is "600". The track-erased data part in this instance

is regions B and D from among regions A to E. The re-
gion B is a range of the reproduction time from "200" to
"300" and the reproduction time width thereof is "100".
The region C is a range of the reproduction time "500"
to "550" and the reproduction time width thereof is "50".
[0293] Here, for example, in the AV Header File cor-
responding to the AV Stream File shown in FIG. 18A,
the Total Play Time indicates 400. Meanwhile, in the
Track Descriptor corresponding to the AV Stream File
shown in FIG. 18A, contents for managing the region A
as a track are stored, and the Play From and the Play
To thereof indicate 0 and 150, respectively.
[0294] Then, from the information of the Total Play
Time = 400, Play From = 0 and Play To = 150, it can be
recognized that the reproduction time width of the region
B of the track-erased data part is "250" (= 400 - 150).
[0295] Also with regard to the AV Header Files shown
in FIGS. 18B and 18C, the reproduction time width of
each region which is a track-erased data part can be
specified by making use of the values of the Total Play
Time of the corresponding AV Header File and the Play
From and the Play To stored in the Track Descriptor to
be referred to.
[0296] Then, after the reproduction time width of each
track-erased data part is recognized in such a manner
as described above at step S303, the system controller
8 produces a list of the track-erased data parts in order
of the reproduction time width at next step S304.
[0297] This list is, for example, such as illustrated in
FIG. 19. The list shown in FIG. 19 is a list in an example
wherein the AV Header Files each including a track-
erased data part are such as shown in FIGS. 18A to
18C.
[0298] The list shown in FIG. 19 has a structure
wherein address-like information for specifying track-
erased data parts and information of the reproduction
time widths of the track-erased data parts are stored in
a listed order. The information stored for specifying a
track-erased data part here includes a file ID (Track File
ID) of the AV Header File which includes the track-
erased data part and the values of the Play From/Play
To regarding the track-erased data part.
[0299] Here, from among the track-erased data parts
of the AV Header Files shown in FIGS. 18A to 18C, the
region B of the AV Header File shown in FIG. 18A has
the greatest reproduction time width of "250". The sec-
ond greatest reproduction time width is the reproduction
time width "150" of the region B of the AV Header File
of FIG. 18B. Further, the reproduction time width of the
region B of the AV Header File of FIG. 18C is "100", and
the reproduction time width of the region D is "50".
[0300] Accordingly, in the list order number 1 shown
in FIG. 19, the information regarding the region B of the
AV Header File shown in FIG. 18A is stored. In this in-
stance, the information of ID = 0 and Play From/Play To
= 150/400 is stored as the information for specifying the
track-erased data part. Thus, it is specified that the
track-erased data part is the region B of the AV Header
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File shown in FIG. 18A. Further, as the information of
the reproduction time width, 250 is stored.
[0301] In the list order numbers 2 to 4 following the
list order number 1, information regarding the region B
of the AV Header File of FIG. 18B and the regions B and
D of the AV Header File of FIG. 18C is stored in the order
of the reproduction time width described above.
[0302] Then at the next step S305, the system con-
troller 8 refers to the contents of the list produced at step
S304 to execute on-disk erasure of the track-erased da-
ta parts in accordance with the listed order. In short, the
system controller 8 executes on-disk erasure of the
track-erased data parts in accordance with the listed or-
der so that a necessary data erasure amount on the disk
may be obtained.
[0303] Here, the track-erased data parts are succes-
sively on-disk erased in accordance with the order of the
list produced, for example, in such a manner as shown
in FIG. 19. This signifies to successively erase such re-
gions beginning with a region which has the greatest re-
production time width; that is, the region which includes
a block of data of the greatest size.
[0304] In the recording and reproduction apparatus 1
of the present embodiment, writing of an AV Stream File
on a disk is performed such that data thereof are record-
ed physically continuously as far as possible on the disk.
Hence, attention is paid so that they may not be record-
ed discretely as far as possible.
[0305] This arises from the reason that, since the re-
cording medium is a disk, to access discretely recorded
data to perform recording or reproduction of stream data
imposes a burden on the system from the necessity for
access time and seek time.
[0306] Taking this into consideration, also where a
free capacity is formed on a disk by on-disk erasure of
track-erased data parts, it is preferable to form a free
capacity which physically continues as long as possible
on the disk.
[0307] Therefore, in the present embodiment, on-disk
erasure is executed for track-erased data parts prefer-
entially beginning with a track-erased data part having
the greatest reproduction time width as described
above. Consequently, also by on-disk erasure of track-
erased data parts, a free capacity which continues as
long as possible is obtained.
[0308] It is to be noted that, formation of the listed or-
der for on-disk erasure relies upon the reproduction time
widths of track-erased data parts at all. Therefore, a data
part having a reproduction time width does not neces-
sarily have physical continuity on the disk but may pos-
sibly be recoded discretely on the disk.
[0309] However, the recording and reproduction ap-
paratus 1 of the present embodiment is configured first
such that it executes writing so that one AV Stream File
may be recorded in a physically continuous region on a
disk as far as possible. Therefore, the effect described
above can be achieved in a considerably high probabil-
ity.

6. On-Disk Erasure of a Block-Encrypted AV Stream File

[0310] The recording and reproduction apparatus 1 of
the present embodiment includes a cryptography
processing section 5a in the input and output processing
section 5, for example, as shown in FIG. 1. The cryp-
tography processing section 5a executes encryption
and decryption processes. In other words, in the present
embodiment, data recorded on a disk are sometimes in
an encrypted form.
[0311] While block encryption is known as one of en-
cryption algorithms, the CBC mode is known as one of
modes of the block encryption.
[0312] Here, an encryption process according to the
CBC mode is described briefly below.

• Plaintext data D are divided into blocks d1, d2, ...,
dn of an equal data length.

• An IV (Initialization Vector) of a length equal to that
of the blocks is prepared.

• The exclusive OR of d1 and IV is encrypted, and
this is represented by e1.

• The exclusive OR of d2 and e1 is encrypted, and
this is represented by e2.

• The exclusive OR of d3 and e2 is encrypted, and
this is represented by e3.

• A similar process is successively repeated, and a
string of resulting e1, e2, ... is determined as a cryp-
tography.

[0313] Then, an example of a relationship among an
AV Stream File, a data management unit of contents, a
data management unit of an FAT file system and a block
encryption unit in a case wherein the cryptography
processing section 5a can execute encryption/decryp-
tion processes corresponding to block encryption ac-
cording to the CBC mode is illustrated in FIG. 20. It is to
be noted that the relationship of the units to the AV
Stream File is a conceptive relationship for the conven-
ience of description at all and is not necessarily same
as an actual relationship.
[0314] According to FIG. 20, the AV Stream File
shown in (a) of FIG. 20 generally has a region A. Further,
the region A of the AV Stream File corresponds, as the
data management units of contents of (b) of FIG. 20, to
a size for the five management units A to E.
[0315] Meanwhile, as regards the data management
units of the FAT file system shown in (c) of FIG. 20, the
management units A and B and part of the succeeding
management unit C correspond to the region A of the
AV Stream File. Further, they have a relationship to the
data management units of the contents shown in (b) of
FIG. 20 that the size of two data management units of
the contents is equal to the size of one data manage-
ment unit of the FAT file system.
[0316] Further, the block encryption units shown in (d)
of FIG. 20 have a relationship to the data management
units of the FAT file system that eight block encryption
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units have a size equal to that of one data management
unit. Accordingly, four block encryption units have a size
equal to that of one data management unit of the con-
tents.
[0317] Here, it is assumed that track division editing
is performed such that the region A of the AV Stream
File of (a) of FIG. 20 is divided into a region A-1 and
another region A-2 at a dividing position shown in FIG.
20. The dividing position corresponds to the boundary
position between the management units B and C of the
contents data as seen in (b) of FIG. 20. Further, in this
instance, the dividing position coincides also with the
boundary between the data management units A and B
of the file system shown in (c) of FIG. 20.
[0318] Furthermore, the dividing position shown in the
figure corresponds also to the boundary between the
block encryption units A and B shown in (d) of FIG. 20.
[0319] When track division of the AV Stream File is
performed in such a manner as described above, it is
assumed that the data pat of the AV Stream File which
corresponds to the block encryption unit A immediately
preceding to the boundary corresponding to the dividing
position in the sequence of the block encryption units
shown in the figure is a data portion which includes nec-
essary data as an IV (Initialization Vector). It is to be
noted that, in this instance, it is assumed that, for exam-
ple, the entire AV Stream File shown in (a) of FIG. 20 is
a chain range of the encryption blocks.
[0320] Then, it is further assumed that, after the track
division editing is performed in such a manner as de-
scribed above with reference to FIG. 20, on-disk erasure
is performed, for example, for the data part of the region
A-1 of the AV Stream File. A state corresponding to a
result of such editing is shown in FIG. 21.
[0321] As can be seen from this figure, to perform on-
disk erasure of the data part of the region A-1 of the AV
Stream File is to rewrite the FAT so that the data part of
the AV Stream File which corresponds to the data man-
agement unit A of the file system may be erased from
the disk.
[0322] However, if the data part of the AV Stream File
corresponding to the data management unit A of the file
system is erased from the disk simply by rewriting of the
FAT, then also an IV included in the data part of the AV
Stream File corresponding to the block encryption unit
A is erased.
[0323] This IV is information necessary for the encryp-
tion and decryption processes of the data part of the suc-
ceeding block encryption units. Accordingly, if this IV is
simply erased from the disk, then it becomes impossible
to appropriately perform encryption and decryption
processes for the data part of the AV Stream File in the
succeeding region A-2 to reproduce and output the data
part.
[0324] As one of countermeasures against such a dis-
advantage of the related art as described above, for ex-
ample, a data part which includes an IV like the data part
of the AV Stream File corresponding to the block encryp-

tion unit A is sometimes left on a disk without being
erased.
[0325] However, as can be seen, for example, also
from FIG. 20, if it is attempted to leave the data part of
the AV Stream File corresponding to the block encryp-
tion unit A including the IV so as not to be erased from
the disk, then it cannot be avoided after all to fully leave
the data part of the AV Stream File corresponding to the
data management unit A of the file system without eras-
ing the same from the disk. Accordingly, in the case of
this figure, the data part as the region A-1 of the AV
Stream File after all remains without being erased from
the disk.
[0326] This signifies that, to leave the data part of the
block encryption unit including the IV, the data of the da-
ta management units, for example, of the file system of
a data size greater than that of the data part must be left
actually. In short, in this instance, a problem that the disk
free capacity cannot be assured efficiently arises.
[0327] Further, as another one of the countermeas-
ures, it is sometimes the case to write data of one block
encryption unit including an IV like the data part of the
AV Stream File corresponding to the block encryption
unit A, for example, into a predetermined address region
for saving assured on the disk and read out and use,
when the IV becomes required, the data from the ad-
dress region for saving.
[0328] In this instance, however, since the region for
saving data of the IV must be assured on the disk, a
disadvantage that the disk capacity into which user data
can be written decreases as much occurs. Further, since
the address region for saving and the data of the IV re-
corded in the address region for saving are managed by
the FAT, also the FAT file system is complicated as
much, and also the processing becomes heavier.
[0329] Therefore, the present embodiment solves the
problems described above in such a manner as seen in
FIG. 22. It is to be noted that, since (a), (b), (c) and (d)
of FIG. 22 are similar to (a), (b), (c) and (d) of FIG. 21,
description here is omitted.
[0330] (e) of FIG. 22 shows encryption chain units. As
can be seen from comparison between the encryption
chain units shown in (e) of FIG. 22 and the data man-
agement units of the contents shown in (b) of FIG. 22,
the encryption chain units and the data management
units of the contents are set so as to be same as each
other.
[0331] Further, regarding this figure, one encryption
chain unit corresponds to four block encryption units
shown in (d) of FIG. 22.
[0332] In short, in the present embodiment, at least
one encryption chain unit is placed in the range of one
data management unit of the contents. As an example
of this, an encryption chain unit and a data management
unit of the contents are set same as each other in FIG.
22. Accordingly, for example, two or more encryption
chain units may otherwise be placed in the range of one
data management unit of the contents. It is to be noted
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that, in such an instance, all IVs may be a constant (for
example, 0).
[0333] Where the technique described above with ref-
erence to FIG. 22 is adopted, the necessity to leave, up-
on disk erasure, a data part including an IV by an amount
corresponding to a data management unit or units of the
file system or to save the IV into a saving region provided
on the disk as described above is eliminated, and the
problems described above are solved.
[0334] It is to be noted that, to implement the tech-
nique illustrated in FIG. 22, the cryptography processing
section 5a may be configured such that it performs an
encryption process for an AV Stream File to be recorded
on a disk over a predetermined chain range determined
based on the description given above with reference to
FIG. 22.
[0335] The following can be said regarding the em-
bodiment described above.
[0336] First, editing of track division or track erasure
of contents data of an AV Stream File is performed by
rewriting data files (AV Track Index File, AV Header File
and so forth) as described hereinabove with reference
to FIGS. 6 to 12. Consequently, since the present em-
bodiment does not rely upon rewriting of the FAT at a
stage before editing of track division or track erasure of
contents data of an AV Stream File, the processing bur-
den for rewriting of the FAT is moderated, and for exam-
ple, an editing processing operation which is higher as
much can be obtained.
[0337] Further, when on-disk erasure is executed for
the AV Stream File in such a manner as shown in FIG.
15, if a last end portion of a data region to be on-disk
erased remains without being erased, the data part re-
maining without being erased is added as an ES Offset
to the top of the track data part following the data part
to form an AV Stream File. Consequently, a difference
appearing between the size of data actually erased on
the disk and the size of data which seem to be erased
on the disk from the user side can be eliminated.
[0338] In other words, where track management is
performed by data files (AV Track Index File, AV Header
File and so forth) under the file management by the file
system, a mismatch in such a case as described above
is eliminated so that more efficient data management
may be performed.
[0339] Furthermore, in the present embodiment, an
Erase Flag is provided in the AV Header File as de-
scribed hereinabove with reference to FIG. 17. Then,
the state of the Erase Flag is checked to discriminate
whether or not a track-erased data part exists in one AV
Stream File. In particular, since an Erase Flag is provid-
ed, even if a data part which may be on-disk erased is
part of an AV Stream File, it is possible to appropriately
find out the data part and efficiently produce a free ca-
pacity of the disk.
[0340] Further, track-erased data parts are on-disk
erased in order beginning with the data part having the
greatest reproduction time width as described above

with reference to FIGS. 17 and 18A to 18C. By doing
so, a free capacity which continues as long as possible
may be obtained. This makes it possible to produce the
free capacity of the disk described above taking the writ-
ing/readout efficiency into consideration.
[0341] Also by adopting such techniques as de-
scribed above, more efficient data management is im-
plemented in a case wherein track management is per-
formed by data files (AV Track Index File, AV Header
File and so forth) under the file management by the file
system.
[0342] Furthermore, by defining an encryption chain
range in such a manner as described hereinabove with
reference to FIG. 22, also when a data part obtained by
track division of an AV Stream File encrypted, for exam-
ple, by the CBC mode or the like is to be erased, there
is no necessity to store and save an IV, and reduction
of the burden of an FAT rewriting process and so forth
and saving of the disk capacity can be anticipated.
[0343] In short, also such a technique as described
above is performed for more efficient data management
where the configuration is adopted to perform track
management by data files (AV Track Index File, AV
Header File and so forth) under the file management by
the file system similarly.
[0344] Incidentally, the techniques described above
with reference to the figures are implemented, for ex-
ample, by the system controller 8 executing a program.
The program is stored and retained, for example, in the
ROM 9 of the recording and reproduction apparatus 1
in advance.
[0345] Alternatively, the program may be temporarily
or permanently stored (recorded) in or on a removable
recording medium such as a flexible disk, a CD-ROM
(Compact Disc Read Only Memory), an MO (Magnet
Optical) disk, a DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), a magnetic
disk and a semiconductor memory. Such removable re-
cording media can be provided as package software.
[0346] For example, in the present embodiment, a
program can be recorded on the disk 90 and provided
as package software. Consequently, the recording and
reproduction apparatus 1 can install the program by re-
producing the disk 90 to read out the program and stor-
ing the program into the ROM 9.
[0347] Further, for example, if a program for causing
the process of the present embodiment to be executed
is stored into various recording media, then the opera-
tion of the present embodiment can be executed by in-
stalling the program into a personal computer for uni-
versal use or the like.
[0348] It is to be noted that it is possible not only to
install the program from such a removable recording
medium as mentioned above but also to download the
program from a server in which the program is stored
through a network such as LAN (Local Area Network)
or the Internet.
[0349] The present invention is not limited to the con-
figuration described above. For example, the process-
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ing procedures and so forth described hereinabove with
reference to the figures may be modified suitably in ac-
cordance with actual situations. Further, while an AV
Stream File (stream data) of an object of editing in the
present embodiment is video data, as described here-
inabove, the format of the video data is not particularly
limited here. Further, not video data but audio data of
various formats including, for example, a compression
coded format may be used.
[0350] Further, while the recording and reproduction
apparatus here is ready for a disk of the mini disk (MD)
system, the recording and reproduction apparatus is not
limited to this but may have a configuration ready for
disk media which can be recorded by other various
methods. Furthermore, where a data management
structure wherein track management is performed by a
data file under the management of a file system is adopt-
ed, the present invention may possibly be applied to oth-
er media than disk media as an object of application.
[0351] As described above, according to the present
invention, stream data recorded on a recording medium
are managed as a file by a file system. Using this as a
presupposition, the stream data are managed in a unit
of a track by a track managing data file which is man-
aged by the file system. Then, editing of division or eras-
ure in a unit of a track (track division or track erasure)
is executed by rewriting the contents of track manage-
ment information which defines each track in the track
managing data file.
[0352] Where such a configuration as described
above is adopted, upon a division or erasure editing
process in a unit of a track, the necessity to rewrite the
file system is eliminated, and the burden of the editing
process is moderated as much. Thus, for example, a
higher speed editing operation can be achieved.
[0353] Further, when stream data are erased from the
recording medium based on a data management unit of
the file system by rewriting of the file system, if part of
a data part of an object of erasure from the recording
medium remains in a data region corresponding to a da-
ta management unit of the file system, then the remain-
ing part of the data part is added as an offset region to
the top of the entity of the stream data. Then, the entity
of the offset region plus stream data is managed as a
new file of the stream data.
[0354] Consequently, a difference appearing between
the size of data erased actually on the disk and the size
of data which seem to be erased on the disk to the user
side is eliminated.
[0355] Furthermore, in the present invention, track
erasure information (Erase Flag) is defined and the state
of the track erasure information is checked to discrimi-
nate whether or not a data part for which track erasure
editing has been performed exists in one file of stream
data so that erasure of the data part can be performed.
Consequently, a data portion which is regarded unnec-
essary although it is part of, for example, a file of stream
data can be erased appropriately from the disk to effi-

ciently produce a free capacity of the disk.
[0356] Further, an encryption process is executed as
follows: a range within which encryption blocks are to
be chained may be placed within a range of a minimum
data unit (data management unit of contents) for man-
aging stream data in a unit of a track with track manage-
ment information. By this, also when a data part ob-
tained by track division of a file of encrypted stream data
is to be erased, the necessity to store and save infor-
mation necessary for encryption such as an IV is elimi-
nated. Consequently, the burden of a process for rewrit-
ing of the file system and so forth can be reduced and
saving of the disk capacity can be anticipated.
[0357] In this manner, the present invention first
achieves an effect of reduction of the processing burden
and other effects by adopting the configuration that track
management is performed by a data file under the file
management by a file system. Further, where such a
configuration as just described above is adopted, more
efficient management can be achieved for data to be
recorded on a recording medium.

Claims

1. A data editing method comprising:

a first data management step of managing
stream data recorded on a predetermined re-
cording medium in a unit of a file based on a
file system; and
a second data management step of performing
management in a unit of a track based on a
track managing data file which includes track
management information formed from informa-
tion elements each of which is information cor-
responding to one of tracks each of which is a
data part within a range of the stream data in
the file unit and indicates coordination with the
stream data of the file unit and information ele-
ments each of which indicates a data position
of one of the tracks in the stream data of the
corresponding file unit;

wherein said second data management step
executes, where track division of dividing the
stream data of the file unit to form a plurality of
tracks or track erasure of erasing one of the tracks
is to be performed, an updating process for contents
of the track management information in the track
managing data file in response to a manner of the
track division or track erasure.

2. The data editing method according to claim 1,
wherein said first data management step is capable
of managing data such that an offset region is pro-
vided at the top of the stream data as one file and
the entity of the stream data is disposed following
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the offset region; and
when on-medium erasure of erasing a data

part of a track unit of the stream data from the re-
cording medium by rewriting of the file system is
performed, if partial data of the data part of the track
unit which is the object of the on-medium erasure
remains in the data part for the data management
unit of the file system including a last end position
of the data part of the track unit which is an object
of the on-medium erasure, manages the remaining
partial data as the offset region.

3. The data editing method according to claim 1,
wherein said first data management step produces
and retains track erasure information indicative of
whether or not erasure by the track-erasure has
been performed for at least one of data parts as
tracks which form the stream data as one file, and

said first data editing method further compris-
es:

a discrimination step of discriminating the
stream data having track-erasable data parts
by referring to the track erasure information;
and
a control step of determining a data part as a
track to be erased based on a result of the dis-
crimination at the stream data discrimination
step and controlling said first data management
step so that the determined data part as a track
is track-erased.

4. The data editing method according to claim 1, fur-
ther comprising an encryption processing step of
chaining at least encryption blocks of data to be re-
corded on the recording medium and encrypting the
chained encryption blocks,

wherein said encryption processing step exe-
cutes an encryption process such that the encryp-
tion blocks are chained within a range of a minimum
data unit for managing the stream data in the track
unit by the track management information.

5. A data editing apparatus comprising:

first data management means for managing
stream data recorded on a predetermined re-
cording medium in a unit of a file based on a
file system; and
second data management means for perform-
ing management in a unit of a track based on
a track managing data file which includes track
management information formed from informa-
tion elements each of which is information cor-
responding to one of tracks each of which is a
data part within a range of the stream data in
the file unit and indicates coordination with the
stream data of the file unit and information ele-

ments each of which indicates a data position
of one of the tracks in the stream data of the
corresponding file unit;

wherein said second data management
means executes, where track division of dividing
the stream data of the file unit to form a plurality of
tracks or track erasure of erasing one of the tracks
is to be performed, an updating process for contents
of the track management information in the track
managing data file in response to a manner of the
track division or track erasure.

6. The data editing apparatus according to claim 5,
wherein said first data management means is ca-
pable of managing data such that an offset region
is provided at the top of the stream data as one file
and the entity of the stream data is disposed follow-
ing the offset region; and

when on-medium erasure of erasing a data
part of a track unit of the stream data from the re-
cording medium by rewriting of the file system is
performed, if partial data of the data part of the track
unit which is the object of the on-medium erasure
remains in the data part for the data management
unit of the file system including a last end position
of the data part of the track unit which is an object
of the on-medium erasure, manages the remaining
partial data as the offset region.

7. The data editing apparatus according to claim 5,
wherein said first data management means produc-
es and retains track erasure information indicative
of whether or not erasure by the track-erasure has
been performed for at least one of data parts as
tracks which form the stream data as one file, and

said data editing apparatus further comprises:

discrimination means for discriminating the
stream data having track-erasable data parts
by referring to the track erasure information;
and
control means for determining a data part as a
track to be erased based on a result of the dis-
crimination by said stream data discrimination
means and controlling said first data manage-
ment means so that the determined data part
as a track is track-erased.

8. The data editing apparatus according to claim 5, fur-
ther comprising encryption processing means for
chaining at least encryption blocks of data to be re-
corded on the recording medium and encrypting the
chained encryption blocks,

wherein said encryption processing means
executes an encryption process such that the en-
cryption blocks are chained within a range of a min-
imum data unit for managing the stream data in the
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track unit by the track management information.
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